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The National Scholastic Chess Foundation, in partnership with The City of Sunrise, created The
Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess (hereinafter referred to as “the Sunrise Chess Center”)
to provide a sustained and institutional commitment to chess with a focus on providing diverse and
innovative community-based chess programs and initiatives in the City of Sunrise, Florida.
THE SUNRISE CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHESS: OVERVIEW OF 2017-2018
Expanding on the successes of the first year, the Sunrise Chess Center saw even greater
penetration of chess into many facets of Sunrise’s community during 2017-2018. The impact of the
City’s efforts is measured along multiple metrics: anecdotal reports from parents and the
community; numbers of children, families, adults who have been exposed to the benefits of
community-based chess; numbers of students who participated in chess competitions; and national
recognition of The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess.
In this report, we outline individual chess programs implemented and sustained by the
funding for the Sunrise Chess Center:
1) Chess Training for Teachers and Mentors;
2) Supporting Sunrise Schools;
3) Library-based Chess Efforts;
4) Open Play at the Civic Center;
5) East Sunrise Chess;
6) Sunrise Chess Tournaments;
7) Mayors’ Chess Challenge;
8) Summer Camps;
9) Participation in City Events;
10) Sunrise Adult Chess Programs.
As a result of these programs, the Sunrise Chess Center substantially expanded the reach of
chess in the community over the 2016-2017 year. As will be outlined in this report, the Sunrise
Chess Center staffed over 100 city events, supervised over 100 classes in chess, and served over
4,000 children and adults. In addition, building on the national recognition of the City of Sunrise as
the United States Chess Federation’s 2015 Chess City of the Year, the Sunrise Chess Center was
prominently featured in the 2017 Annual report of the United States Chess Federation and in an
April 2018 “Chess Life” article dedicated to the work of the City of Sunrise and the Sunrise Chess
Center.
As the 2018-2019 year begins, while continuing and strengthening the demonstrated success of
the existing efforts and programs, the Sunrise Chess Center intends to introduce exciting new
initiatives . These new initiatives include: expanding the “Chess for Vets” program; an innovative
program to serve seniors in Assisted Living Facilities in Sunrise; through a strategic partnership
with Chess.com, a free pilot project introducing the ChessKid.Com chess educational platform to
public, charter and private school students; and, focusing on encouraging more girls and young
women to play chess as part of the “Year of the Chess Queen” initiative.
In the view of the National Scholastic Chess Foundation’s staff, with over 3 decades of experience
in introducing chess in the community and schools, there is not another municipal based chess
program in the United States that has demonstrated such sustained success in introducing chess
so broadly throughout the community as The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess.

MISSION & BACKGROUND:
The Sunrise Chess Center was organized in November 2016 with an initial grant of $25,000 from
the City of Sunrise; programming began in January 2017. In the 2017-2018 budget yearf , the City
provided another grant of $25,000 to help fund the Sunrise Chess Center for a second year. As a
result of these commitments, along with matching contributions from other agencies throughout
Broward County, chess has become a major part of the social and educational fabric of Sunrise.
The Center’s goals include:
• Improving student academic performance in Sunrise Schools by facilitating the critical
thinking skills associated with chess and “thinking before you move” principles so important
to the students;
• Increasing familial engagement in schools and the community in Sunrise;
• Creating stronger community social and cultural bonding in Sunrise through exposure to
chess through community partnerships;
• Developing best practices for mentoring and teaching chess in the community;
• Promoting new methods to introduce chess to all ages, including seniors and veterans, in
Sunrise;
• Contributing to a reduction in juvenile interventions by providing alternative activities in
Sunrise that reduce risky and negative behaviors among at-risk youth.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE 2017–2018 PROGRAM YEAR:
1) CHESS TRAINING FOR TEACHERS & MENTORS: The Sunrise Chess Center again provided
chess training to teachers, police, students, scout leaders, and other parents who wish to become
chess mentors in school and community programs. The Sunrise Chess Center produced 4
workshops during this school year (2 held at Village Civic Center and 2 in the Art Gallery at the
Sunrise Civic Center). Combined, these workshops drew a total of 82 participants. In addition, we
did an abbreviated version of our workshop #1 for 30 summer camp counsellors employed by
Leisure Services so that they could offer chess as a recreational activity and be able to assist when
our instructors came each week to teach chess in the Sunrise summer camps.
Additional funding to support these workshops was provided by Broward Education Foundation,
along with a portion ($2,500) of a $10,000 grant from the Broward Sheriff’s Office.

Many of the teachers
who participated in the
NSCF’s Demystifying
Chess Workshop #3:
Teaching Intermediate
Chess, led by NSCF’s
Executive
Director
Sunil
Weeramantry,
held at Village Civic
Center, October 21,
2017.

Grandmaster Hikaru Nakamura steps in to
demonstrate a concept with his step-father, NSCF
Executive Director Sunil Weeramantry, in NSCF’s
Demystifying Chess Workshop #2: Moving Beyond
the Basics, held at the Sunrise Civic Center, March
24, 2018. Grandmaster Nakamura is 4-time U.S.
Chess Champion and member of the Gold-medal
winning U.S. team at the Chess Olympiad.

Thirty summer camp counselors hired by the
Leisure Services Department were given, over two
afternoons, an abbreviated version of our
Demaystigfying Chess Workshop #1 so they could
help with chess instruction and use chess as a
recreation activity in the 11 camps offered by the
City of Sunrise.

Among the participants in the spring workshops were several students and faculty from Nova
Southeastern University who are using the instruction to help us create recreational chess
programs for veterans. This effort has been assisted by the Sunrise branch of the American Legion
and the Sunrise Chamber of Commerce.
Going forward: Based upon the continuing demand as well as demonstrated successful impact,
these workshops will be offered again in the 2018-19 academic year.

2) SUPPORTING SUNRISE SCHOOLS: The Sunrise Chess Center again provided a master
teacher to act as a mentor to the chess instructor at Bair Middle School and the Bair chess club
throughout the academic year.
In addition, the Sunrise Chess Center provided
coaching support every other week to students
in the chess club at Sandpiper Elementary. This
support resulted in Sandpiper Elementary
Chess Club winning first place in their division in
the first ever Broward County Public Schools
chess tournament in April 2018. A letter from
the Assistant Principal, Ms. Melissa Hernandez,
acknowledging the value of this support is
attached with this report.

The Sunrise Chess Center regularly sent Senior
Instructor Robert McKenzie (standing) to assist the
chess club instruction at Bair Middle School during
the 2017-18 school year.

The Sunrise Chess Center’s coordinator and
instructor Mourice Hylton also visited Bair
several times throughout the year to mentor
new players one-on-one. Thanks to the City’s
support, Mr. Hylton also taught the chess club
at Sandpiper Elementary twice each month.

Going forward: Both Bair and Sandpiper wish us to continue supporting their after school chess
clubs in the 2018-2019 school year. Additionally, at Sandpiper, as well as at Franklin and selected
other elementary schools, the Sunrise Chess Center will be providing free memberships for all
students in ChessKid.com so the students can continue to study and play online outside of their
class time.
At Bair Middle School, in addition to chess club, we have our book “Great Moves: Learning Chess
Through History” adopted as the text for a blended learning language arts program that will see
over 100 students (5 classes) learning chess and social studies while also improving their overall
literacy skills. These middle school students will each receive a free one-year membership in
ChessMagnetSchool.com so they too can continue to study and play online outside of their class
time.

3) LIBRARY-BASED CHESS EFFORTS: The Dan Pearl/Sunrise branch library, after an extended
closure for renovations, again offered the Sunrise Chess Center weekly chess instruction for 8
weeks in the Spring of 2018. Held on Tuesday evenings for students grades 4 and up and led by
Senior Instructor, Robert McKenzie, the classes served 12 to 18 students each week. In addition,
several parents asked to participate so they could
learn alongside their children.
Mr. McKenzie’s classes at the library include audio
visual support as well as group and individual
instruction and lots of time to play!

Going forward: The next 8-week series of classes at Dan Pearl/
Sunrise branch library is scheduled to begin September 18, 2018.
The Sunrise Chess Center staff are also in discussions with the
library to offer even more chess-oriented programming over the
coming year. A recently received grant of $2,500 from Sam’s
Club/Walmart Community Grants, has some of the funds allocated to
cover a portion of the cost of the library classes. (The Walmart funds will
also help support our Sunrise tournaments…. See Section 6 below.)

4) SUNRISE OPEN PLAY: Several years ago, the
City innovatively began a free “Open Play” program
that offered the opportunity for the community to play
chess weekly at the Sunrise Civic Center. This is
held every Saturday from 10 am to noon. From the
beginning, this was the only free open play chess
opportunity each week in Broward County. At the
outset, there was some limited instruction.
Since the Sunrise Chess Center became involved,
the Open Play now provides free chess training for
all ages. The Sunrise Chess Center-provided
instructor also acts as a facilitator to assist City staff. Focusing first on the number of children
served, we saw participation increased to a range of 12 to 24 per Saturday session. Importantly,
the “Open Play” program draws all ages and facilitate cross-generational relationships. Over the
past year, more adults are participating on a regular basis, and many parents come and play chess
with their children.

The Center continues to rotate staff with the newest addition to our team, a FIDE Master chess
player teaching every other weekend. Ramon Lorente Pupo moved to South Florida after learning
of the work of the National Scholastic Chess Foundation and the Sunrise Chess Center. Ramon is
a welcome addition who has been able to more actively engage the Spanish-speakers, both adults
and children, who come to the Open Play. The Center was able to recommend him for a full-time
position teaching chess at the Franklin Academy in Sunrise and he will continue to be active with
the Sunrise Chess Center teaching at “Open Play” and other Sunrise events.

Run out of places at the tables during Open Play? No problem.
The Sunrise Chess Center’s Ramon Lorente Pupo, a FIDE
Master, sets up on the floor to work with two girls who came to
learn how to play.

Going forward: The Sunrise Chess Center’s staff are
committed to continue instruction during Open Play
throughout the coming year.

5) EAST SUNRISE CHESS: After a very successful program of offering chess open play during a
summer lunch program at the Village Multipurpose Center in 2017, the Center worked to continue
building chess on the east side thanks in part to a grant of law enforcement trust funds from the
City of Sunrise Police Department. We offered chess open play each Saturday afternoon.

Ben Gershenov, a National Master chess player from
New York, dropped by several of the Center’s sites,
including Open Play in East Sunrise, to work with our
children. Ben and his family contributed $3,500.00 to
Broward Education Foundation, which was then
matched by the Foundation, to support our chess
activities, especially at-risk youth, in Sunrise and across
Broward County.

When the Dan Pearl library renovations were forced us to postpone the weekly Tuesday chess
class there, the Sunrise Chess Center worked with City staff to move the classes to the Village
Multipurpose Center. We ran an 8-week series in the fall of 2017 and again in the Spring of 2018.

The Sunrise Chess Center’s Senior Instructor Robert
McKenzie teaches a new concept to the Tuesday evening
chess class for students in grades 4 and up, held in the
lobby of the Village Multipurpose Center,

In addition to supplying funding for this program, Sunrise police officers periodically dropped in to
the program to engage with these children.

Lieutenant Cardinale was among the officers who
came by the East Sunrise Tuesday evening classes
to play and interact with our students.

Near the end of the school year, the Tuesday classes were moved into a classroom in the adult
school in the Multipurpose Center complex where we met the coordinators of an afterschool
program serving mostly elementary students from the area. The Sunrise Chess Center added
chess to their program for the last 4 weeks of their year.

One of the Center’s instructors, Chris Goldthorpe
analyzes a position during play as part of the
Tuesday chess classes in east Sunrise, now being
offered in partnership with the city-funded afterschool program at Village Multipurpose Center.

Going forward: The Sunrise Chess Center found attendance in the structured evening classes on
the east side was inconsistent and with limited funds, we determined to continue working with the
aftercare program. Classes here begin again the end of August.

6) SUNRISE CHESS TOURNAMENTS: This year the Sunrise Chess Center produced 3 free
scholastic chess tournaments. Two events were for grades 4 and up and held at the Village Civic
Center. On April 29, 2017, the inaugural edition of
this event saw 28 players compete in a single
section with 4 rounds of play. On October 28,
2017, our second tournament drew 47 players and
by the February 24, 2018 event, we had grown to
57 players. Trophies were awarded to the top 10
finishers in each event.
The top 5 finishers from our February 2018 chess
tournament at Village Civic Center.

On May 12, we again produced, in partnership with City Staff, the Champions of Chess
Tournament, held at the Sunrise Civic Center. This event was open to all grades (K-12) and
organized into two sections (Elementary and Middle/High school) with trophies for the top 10
finishers in each section. This event grew from 48 players in 2017 to 72 players in 2018.
Importantly, the Sunrise Chess Center took over from City Staff the work of organizing of the
tournaments, thereby reducing demands on City staff to conduct these successful tournaments.
The Sunrise Chess Center staff has provided instruction on notation, etiquette and tournament
rules, providing a base for those who may wish to compete in established tournaments. This was
part of the City’s innovative commitment to provide free tournaments in as real an environment and
experience for chess players. Now, with this standardized experience, many young Sunrise chess
players have gone on to play in regional US Chess Federation-rated tournaments.
Going forward: The City of Sunrise Leisure Services Dept. has again set aside 3 dates for
tournaments during the 2018-19 school year. Two different grants, one from Broward Sheriff’s
Advisory Council and one from Sam’s Club/Walmart Community Grants, have funds allocated
which together cover 50% of the cost of the two East Sunrise tournaments.

7) MAYORS’ CHESS CHALLENGE: As a reminder, the City of Sunrise conceived of and
organized this free county-wide chess program, hosted by individual municipalities throughout the
school year. This past year, the Sunrise Chess Center again provided logistical and teaching
support for free community events called the Mayors' Chess Challenge season, which began in
Sunrise. During the 2017-2018 school year, Chess Challenge events were hosted by mayors in 18
different communities throughout Broward County, breaking the previous year’s record for
participation and attendance countywide. While most logistical support is provided by Sunrise City
Staff, Sunrise Chess Center staff attended all events and provided instruction as well as promoted
what Sunrise is doing to support chess as an encouragement to other communities in Broward to
make similar commitments to their school children. All events were promoted via the Sunrise
Chess Center’s website and email campaigns.
This effort has been further supported by the Sunrise Police Department. Chief Rosa has sent
officers to each of these events as a way to foster positive relations between the department and
other communities and to demonstrate the Sunrise Police Departments commitment to using chess
as a community policing tool. Sunrise Chess Center works closely with the department to include
chess in other police-sponsored outreach events. (See Section 8 below.)
From our observations, the Sunrise Police
Department’s participation in chess throughout the
County is unique. Students and families from
throughout Sunrise (and the county) who attend the
events outside of Sunrise have the benefit of seeing
their police officers at these events regularly.

Sunrise Police Officer Zide plays against one of the BSO
Explorers at a Mayors’ Chess Challenge in Pembroke Pines
in May 2018.

Going forward: Sunrise Chess Center staff are coordinating with City staff for the 2018-19 school
year. Setting yet another record, 19 municipalities have signed up to host Challenge events for the
upcoming 2018-2019 school year. These events continue to be a great way for Sunrise to generate
goodwill with elected officials in neighboring Broward County communities. This year, Sunrise will
be the first Challenge city during the cycle and the event is expected to be bigger than ever. To put
in some perspective, the Mayors and municipalities who are participating this year represent over
1.5 million residents in Broward County.

8) SUMMER CAMPS: In June, Sunrise Chess Center staff again provided direct instruction to
students at all 11 summer camps operated by Leisure Services. This year we trained 30 camp
counsellors to be able to offer chess as a recreational activity throughout the camp week and to
also support the Center’s instructors who visited each camp once a week. Almost 1,000 children,
from the pre-K kids at Camp ABC, to middle school students meeting at Piper, received at least
some exposure to chess and chess instruction.

Maurice Thompson teaching summer camp kids at
Nob Hill Elementary.

Mourice Hylton (seated) teaching summer camp kids
at Banyan Elementary. You can see our greenshirted counsellors who took our abbreviated chess
training class actively helping with the program!

FIDE Master chess player, Ramon Lorente Pupo had prior experience in teaching chess at the
kindergarten level so was recruited to lead the program at Camp ABC which was for students were
just entering kindergarten for the 2018-19 school year. Both Ramon and the city staff both report
this camp was tremendously successful. As it turns out, he is now teaching chess at the Franklin
Academy in Sunrise and leading the Sunrise Chess Center efforts at “Open Play” and other events.

Ramon Lorente Pupo teaching summer camp kids at
Camp ABC.

In addition to the city-run summer camps, we again served 45 students at a summer camp located
in a church in east Sunrise operated by Assurance of Hope Inc. which provided funding for the
program.

9) PARTICIPATION IN CITY EVENTS: The Sunrise Chess Center provided two staff instructors for
the chess tent during each of the City’s Tunes n’ Trucks events. The tent provided a safe space for
kids to hang out and play chess while their parents were enjoying the concerts and allowed Sunrise
Chess Center staff to communicate to Sunrise residents about our programs and the city’s
commitment to chess.

Sunrise’s own elite grandmaster Hikaru Nakamura
came by the chess tent during the April 2018 Tunes
n’ Trucks event and played against many of our
students.

Sunrise Chess Center instructor Chris
Goldthorpe engages children in the chess tent
during the January 2018 Tune N Trucks event.

In addition, a chess tent or table was set up at other community events including the cultural
festival and the resources fair in east Sunrise and at the City’s annual Back to School Roundup at
the Sunrise Civic Center.

Ramon played an 8-board continuous simul exhibition
during the Back to School Round-up in August 2018.
For over 2 hours, every time someone completed a
game, another player would take his seat and Ramon
would play the new game while simultaneously playing
all 7 other boards.

Two of our summer camp girls play on the big chess set during
the Back to School Round-up.

The Sunrise Chess Center also set up chess tables at Sunrise Police Department community
events, such as the annual block party at Sam’s Club, the community BBQ in City Park, and the
National Night Out event held at the City of Sunrise Public Safety Building.

Sunrise scouts joined us for a few games during the Sunrise
Police Dept.’s Block Party in the Sam’s Club parking lot in
March 2018.

The chess tent was busy the entire time during the
Sunrise Police Dept.’s community BBQ held in City
Park in June 2018.

Below, community members and officers alike enjoyed playing chess during the Sunrise Police Dept.’s annual
National Night Out event

Going forward: The Sunrise Chess Center is again committed to providing chess for families at the
Tunes n’ Trucks events next season as well as other police and community festivities.

10) SUNRISE ADULT PROGRAMS: Last year we began working with psychological and learning
disabled adults in a Sunrise-based adult day care facility. Seeing the therapeutic benefits for their
patients, this programs has continued two days per week ever since.
An average of 12 students work in small groups or individually with the instructor each day. Most of
these students are severely limited and dealing with such conditions as autism, dementia and
schizophrenia. Day-care staff report they have seen an increased willingness of patients to
communicate with staff and other patients, increased patience when waiting for rest-rooms, lunch

or other activities where delays often cause anxiousness for some patients, and a greater
willingness to consider options and make choices for patients who are often frustrated when they
have to evaluate and make decisions.
Chess for Vets – In addition, while the services are not yet delivered in Sunrise, a chess for vets
initiative, a program to bring chess to veterans, is being driven by two Sunrise residents, Keith
Williams, a professor in the physician’s assistants program at Nova Southeastern University, and
Steve Williams (not related) who is an Iraqi war veteran dealing with PTSD.
Professor Williams had several of his students participate in the
chess training workshops at Sunrise Civic Center and they, along
with one or two of our staff instructors have been using chess as a
recreational therapy activity at the Miami VA Hospital. We also
offered chess teacher training for veterans who are resident in
Sunrise in partnership with the local branch of the American Legion.
Sunrise resident, Keith Williams, with 2 of his students, at the Miami VA to
play chess with the patients there. (Due to privacy policies, we cannot
show actual patients.)

Going forward: The Sunrise Chess Center has been invited to start a program for veterans who are
residents in the Florida Veterans Home. The program for Adult Daycare is continuing. And an effort
is being spearheaded by the Sunrise Chess Center to introduce chess into Assisted Living
Facilities and for seniors in Sunrise.

SUNRISE CHESS CENTER’S PROGRESS:
We have been able to more than double the number of days of delivery and almost triple the
number of individuals served from the 2017-18 year.
METRICS for 2017-20181
•
•
•
•

•
•

Events – 114: 88 open play (52 at Sunrise Civic Center, 36 at Village Multipurpose Center),
6 tunes ‘n’ trucks, 17 chess challenges, and 3 tournaments;
Children served at events – 2,280 (not unique, this is based on per event attendance, many
attend more than one event);
Adults served at events – 880 (not unique, this is based on per event attendance; plus 4
additional teacher training workshops and the summer staff training);
Classes offered – 133 (classes involve multiple days of delivery to the same students and
include the classes at Bair Middle School and Sandpiper Elementary, at Dan Pearl/Sunrise
branch library, the east Sunrise Multipurpose Center classes, and the 11 Sunrise-based
summer camps) (note number of classes was reduced from prior years as each camp
received only 1 day of instruction whereas most received 2 in 2017);
Children served in classes – 1,123 (unique; with all students taught on multiple occasions);
Adults served in classes – 35 (unique; with all students taught on multiple occasions and
includes library classes above, and the adult day care program).

When combined with metrics from prior years, the impact of the Chess Center in 2 short years
continues to grow:
2016-17
2017-18
Total
Events
79
114
193
Children served at events
775
2,280
3,055
Adults served at events
320
880
1,200
Classes
196
133
329
Children served in classes
817
1,123
1,940
Adults served in classes
16
35
51
We continue to be able to secure funding over and above the City of Sunrise commitment to bring
a greater level of chess programming to the City of Sunrise. A $5,000 grant from the City of Sunrise
Police Dept. made to Broward Education Foundation, along with other grants, such as one from the
Broward Sheriff’s Advisory Council, were then matched, resulting in over $25,000 in grants from
BEF for teacher training offered in Sunrise, and for the community programs in east Sunrise. We
also recently received a $2,500 grant from Sam’s Club/Walmart Community Grants specifically to
assist us with programming in Sunrise.
We continue to create new partnerships, including one forming with the Sunrise Chamber of
Commerce which is making a donation to the Sunrise Chess Center’s Chess for Vets initiative.
Again, while still in progress, we are already seeing the many benefits that teaching chess imparts
be developed among our young people. Anecdotally, we continue to receive reports about students
1

Number of participants are close approximations based on registrations and/or head counts provided by City of
Sunrise Leisure Services staff and Sunrise Chess Center staff.

being better ability to focus for long periods of time, think critically, and of improved attendance at
and performance in school.
As a reminder, some of these reported benefits are quite compelling. Last year, we outlined how
one teacher shared how his medically-challenged high school student who came 3rd in our Sunrise
Chess Champions tournament says the boy’s father was overjoyed; it was the first time his son had
ever won a prize. A report from our first week of summer camp in 2017 was of a boy with Down’s
Syndrome who was excited to discover that he could demonstrate how the pieces on the chess
board moved. The Sunrise Chess Center continues to see an impact with successes shared by
parents and teachers we work with. We are attaching a letter from Sandpiper’s Assistant Principal
providing a reference for our instructor, Mourice Hylton, who has been assisting with their program.
We are also attaching a report we shared earlier in the year of one boy who has benefitted
immensely from the chess program this year.
While the local impact continues to grow, the City of Sunrise has been the subject of on-going
national attention. The United States Chess Federation (USCF) 2017 Annual Report “Chess: A
Game for Life” included a page on The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess and the penetration
of chess into many aspects of the City’s community. This is significant for two reasons: first, of all
the programs in the United States that the USCF could spotlight as a successful story of the
expanding reach of community chess, the U.S.C.F choose the City of Sunrise and The Sunrise
Center for Excellence in Chess; second, this Annual Report is viewed worldwide. This spring the
USCF again reached out to the City of Sunrise to interview the Mayor regarding the City’s
commitment to Chess and the Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess. The article, published in the
April edition of Chess Life, the official magazine of the USCF, validates the truly innovative and
significant commitment of the City Commission, City staff and the Sunrise Chess Center.

2018-2019 STRATEGIC GOALS:
In addition to strengthening the existing successful chess programs and continuing to seek
matching grants to maximize the impact of the City’s commitment, the Sunrise Center for
Excellence in Chess is working on new initiatives, one of which is to provide a backstop to the
termination of an unrelated program.
The City’s C-QUELL project was amazingly successful at reaching the Early Learning Centers.
The City Commission and staff adopted a theme to set standards for Early Learning Centers,
establishing support and best practices, and focusing on familial engagement in education. The
program was supported by outside funding, which ended during 2018. However, to the credit of
the Commission and staff, the City continues to focus on Early Learning Centers by recognizing
early learning “teachers of the month” (a program that undoubtedly is unprecedented) and
providing early learning space at the Back-To-School Round-up. While the C-Quell program has
not been renewed, the Sunrise Chess Center shares the City’s vision of providing support to Early
Learning Centers. As a result, the Sunrise Chess Center is currently working on a plan to provide
chess instruction and support to the Early Learning Centers.
In collaboration with community organizations, the Sunrise Chess Center is putting together a more
focused program to reach seniors in Assisted Living Facilities. While it is well recognized that
physical activity is important for seniors, a growing body of literature supports the importance of
cognitive activity. Chess provides one method to focus on cognitive activity, as well as addressing
important goals of socialization. Currently, the Chess Center is working to align community based

volunteers who have received chess instruction and support through the Chess Center, to have
regular and predictable chess play in the Assisted Living Facilities. These volunteers will include
Boy and Girl Scouts and middle school and high school chess clubs and teams. Aside from the
benefits to the seniors, this will provide a cross-generational experience that the City has already
recognized was so successful in the recent Student Leadership Academy project involving high
school students and seniors. To the best of our knowledge, this is a unique program in the United
States.
Additionally, the Sunrise Center is working to make 2018-19 notable as the “Year of the Chess
Queens.” Young women in chess is becoming a greater focus of many chess programs. There are
many great women players who compete at the collegiate, national and international levels. This
year, the Sunrise Chess Center will be working to bring in recognized women chess champions to
inspire young women and girls to get involved in chess programs and secure the benefits that
chess provides to developing minds.
As noted above in this Report, the Sunrise Chess Center, utilizing the partnerships generated
nationally, is working with “ChessKid.com” to provide FREE base memberships to select schools
as a pilot project. The platform allows additional chess lessons, chess exercises and chess play,
while providing feedback to teachers and the Sunrise Chess Center. The plan is to launch this
initiative in September 2018, and to potentially expand this initiative to provide FREE base
memberships to all elementary schools in Sunrise.
Finally, the recent publication of “Great Moves: Learning Chess Through History” by Sunil
Weeramantry and Robert McLellan, both of whom are Sunrise Chess Center leaders, has led Bair
Middle School to work towards utilizing this book as part of the academic environment where it is
being adopted as the text for a blended learning language arts program that will see over 100
students (5 classes) learn chess and social studies while also improving their overall literacy skills.
“Great Moves” was specifically written to reach middle school students. Again, demonstrating the
Sunrise Chess Center’s innovative role in introducing chess into schools, the Bair program is the
first multi-class use of this textbook in the United States.

SUMMARY:
From the experience of the National Scholastic Chess Foundation, and based upon 30 years of
experience developing chess programs, the metrics and programs demonstrate a truly
unprecedented penetration of chess in the community by The Sunrise Center for Excellence in
Chess. The City Commission’s vision of expanding chess beyond the traditional school-based
chess clubs, which limited the exposure of chess through economics and sometimes exclusionary
criteria, has proven to generate a far greater exposure of the benefits of chess than what could be
possible otherwise. We believe we can say with great confidence, there is not another municipallybased community chess program in the United States that has ever had the broad penetration
across cultural, generational and socio-economic lines, while working to embed chess in virtually
every community event possible. The directors and staff of The National Scholastic Chess
Foundation look forward to continuing this dynamic partnership with the City of Sunrise and to
continuing to expand The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess in service of the residents of
Sunrise and as a model for communities nationwide. We would like to close by thanking the City
Commission for its support.

